Star clusters have long been considered to comprise a simple stellar population, but this paradigm is being challenged, since apart from multiple populations in Galactic globular clusters 1,2 , a number of intermediate-age star clusters exhibit a significant colour spread at the main sequence turn-off (MSTO) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 . A sequential evolution of multiple generations of stars formed over 100-200 million years is a natural explanation of this colour spread 12 . Another approach to explain this feature is to introduce the effect of stellar rotation 13 . However, its effectiveness has not yet been proven due to the lack of direct measurements of rotational velocities. Here we report the distribution of projected rotational velocities (V sin i) of stars in the Galactic open cluster M11, measured through a Fourier transform analysis. Cluster members display a broad V sin i distribution, and fast rotators including Be stars have redder colours than slow rotators. Monte Carlo simulations infer that cluster members have highly aligned spin axes and a broad distribution of equatorial velocities biased towards high velocities. Our findings demonstrate how stellar rotation affects the colours of cluster members, suggesting that the colour spread observed in populous clusters can be understood in the context of stellar evolution even without introducing multiple stellar populations.
Star clusters have long been considered to comprise a simple stellar population, but this paradigm is being challenged, since apart from multiple populations in Galactic globular clusters 1,2 , a number of intermediate-age star clusters exhibit a significant colour spread at the main sequence turn-off (MSTO) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 . A sequential evolution of multiple generations of stars formed over 100-200 million years is a natural explanation of this colour spread 12 . Another approach to explain this feature is to introduce the effect of stellar rotation 13 . However, its effectiveness has not yet been proven due to the lack of direct measurements of rotational velocities. Here we report the distribution of projected rotational velocities (V sin i) of stars in the Galactic open cluster M11, measured through a Fourier transform analysis. Cluster members display a broad V sin i distribution, and fast rotators including Be stars have redder colours than slow rotators. Monte Carlo simulations infer that cluster members have highly aligned spin axes and a broad distribution of equatorial velocities biased towards high velocities. Our findings demonstrate how stellar rotation affects the colours of cluster members, suggesting that the colour spread observed in populous clusters can be understood in the context of stellar evolution even without introducing multiple stellar populations.
The total mass of star clusters ranges from about 10 2 M ⊙ to ∼ 10 6 M ⊙ (Ref. 14) . The minimum initial cluster mass required to retain material ejected from the first generation of stars is about 10 4 M ⊙ (Ref. 15) , and therefore most open clusters (< 10 4 M ⊙ ) are expected to have had insufficient initial mass to host multiple generations of stars with different abundances. This is confirmed by the fact that many open clusters show a negligible variation in terms of chemical composition 16, 17 among cluster members. But surprisingly, a colour spread of stars at the MSTO, the so-called "extended MSTO" feature, similar to the one discovered in populous clusters of the Magellanic Clouds (MCs) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , was found in the Hyades and Praesepe 10, 11 open clusters. The suspicion therefore remains of the presence of multiple populations in open clusters. However, stellar rotation has also been advanced to explain the existence of an extended MSTO, and it is important to determine which explanation is correct. To this aim, Galactic open clusters would be ideal testbeds because their proximity permits the precise derivation of stellar properties, necessary to clarify the origin of the extended MSTO.
M11 is an intermediate-age cluster (250 Myr) at 2 kpc distance 18 , having a total mass up to 11000 M ⊙ (Refs. 19 and 20) . Red clump stars in the cluster show a slight enhancement of α-elements with respect to the solar abundance, but they have a homogeneous chemical composition 20, 21, 22 . Fig. 1 shows the colour-magnitude diagram of stars in the cluster region (see Methods). In contrast to the narrow distribution in V of the subgiant branch stars, the cluster members near the MSTO (V = 12.5 mag) are spread over a wide colour range of 0.3 mag. Given the narrower main sequence band in the fainter regime, photometric errors and a high binary fraction cannot explain the observed spread near the MSTO. If the age spread scenario 12 is applied to the MSTO, the observed colour spread corresponds to an age spread of about 150 Myr. This age spread is comparable to those found in populous clusters in the MCs 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 12 .
We analyzed high-resolution optical spectra of 164 cluster members near the MSTO obtained from Gaia-European Southern Observatory (ESO) Public Spectroscopic Survey internal Data Release 4 23,24 and from observations with Hectochelle on the 6.5m Multiple Mirror Telescope (see Methods for details). The red spectra of 164 stars covering the Hα line were used to identify Be stars, while blue spectra of 108 stars containing several weak metallic lines as well as the main spectral line Mg II λ 4481 were used in the determination of V sin i.
The presence of rapidly rotating stars in populous clusters of the MCs were inferred through the identification of Be stars 25,26 either from Hα photometry or from limited spectroscopy due to their large distance. But, it remains to be seen whether their colours are different from those of slow rotators or not. In this work, we identified a total of 22 Be stars in M11 by visually inspecting the Hα line profile (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Their Hα emission line was found to have a double-peaked shell profile, which is indicative of absorption by a circumstellar disc along the line of sight. We directly measured V sin i of 108 stars, including the identified Be stars, with available blue spectra by applying a Fourier transform technique 27 to the Mg II λ 4481 line for V sin i ≥ 25 km s −1 , or to the other metallic lines for slower rotators (see Methods for further explanation). Fig. 2 compares the colours and V sin i of cluster members. The distribution of very fast rotators (V sin i > 200 km s −1 ) is extended towards redder colours, while the distribution of slow rotators is shifted towards bluer colours (Fig. 2b ) . Fig 2c further shows the correlation between the two measurements with a correlation coefficient of about 44 per cent. According to this correlation, a rotating star with V sin i = 300 km s −1 has a U −V colour 0.15 mag redder than a non-rotating star. This finding suggests that stellar rotation plays a significant role in the colour spread at the MSTO. We also confirmed that Be stars in M11 are indeed rapidly rotating stars (see also Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and tend to have colours redder than those of slowly rotating stars.
Rotational mixing plays a similar role to that of convective overshooting in the mixing of internal material. Fresh hydrogen is supplied to the core through the mixing process, and therefore the main sequence lifetime of a rotating star is prolonged by 15 -62 per cent for a given mass and metallicity 28 . If cluster members have a broad distribution of rotational velocities, the main sequence band is expected to broaden in colour-magnitude diagrams due to their different main sequence lifetimes. Fast rotation also deforms the shape of a star, lowering the equatorial temperature and luminosity as the equator expands. This gravity darkening effect causes spreads in both magnitude and colour, depending on the inclination angles of spin axes with respect to an observer. In order to test the impact of rotation on the colour-magnitude diagram of the cluster members, the underlying distributions of equatorial velocities (V eq ) and inclination angles (i) need to be constrained. We introduced four combinations of V eq and i distributions to infer their underlying distributions. Case 1 considers a uniform distribution of V eq and a uniform orientation of i in a three-dimensional (3D) space, Case 2 treats a uniform distribution of V eq and a Gaussian distribution of i, Case 3 adopts a linear distribution of V eq and a uniform orientation of i in a 3D space, and Case 4 uses a linear distribution of V eq and a Gaussian distribution of i (see Methods for details). There is no free parameter for Case 1; a peak inclination angle (i peak ) and a dispersion (σ i ) are the free parameters to be determined for Case 2; for Case 3, the slope (α) of the linear distribution is the only free parameter; the free parameters i peak , σ i , and α are required to obtain the distributions of V eq and i for Case 4. We derived those free parameters by comparing the distribution of the observed V sin i to that of the simulated V sin i based on the chosen V eq and i distributions (see Methods for further explanation, Supplementary Table 1) . Fig. 3 . displays the cumulative distributions of both the observed and simulated V sin i. Case 1 simulations yielded distributions very different from the observed one since the mean probability that the observed distribution is drawn from the simulated case is only about 6.2 ± 4.0 (s.d.) per cent according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. Adopting the best-fit parameters (i peak = 54 • and σ i = 1 • ), Case 2 simulations reproduce the observed V sin i distribution with a mean confidence level of 42.1 ± 13.2 per cent. For Case 3, we found a best-fit parameter of α = 0.0006 km −1 s, however the similarity of the two distributions is only about 10.7 ± 4.6 per cent. Finally, Case 4 simulations yield the best match to the observed distribution with a mean confidence level of 74.1 ± 12.8 per cent; the derived parameters i peak , σ i , and α are 50 • , 2 • , and 0.0013 km −1 s, respectively. This result means that the best-fit distribution of i is a Gaussian distribution centered on 50 • with a sigma of only 2 • : that implies a strong alignment of spin axes. If the collapsing molecular cloud is rotating, and if it has a rotational kinetic energy comparable to the turbulent kinetic energy, the spin axes of stars formed in the cloud can be aligned. The gravitational interaction among cluster members does not significantly change the spin axes, and therefore the spin alignment can remain for several billion years 29 . The strong alignment of spin axes in M11 can be understood in this context. In addition, the derived slope of the linear distribution of V eq indicates that cluster members may have a distribution of V eq biased towards high rotational velocities, rather than a uniform distribution.
Adopting the V eq and i distributions inferred from Case 4 simulations, a synthetic cluster was generated by taking into account rotational velocity, gravity darkening, the photometric errors of the used data 18 , the observed differential reddening 18 , and a minimum binary fraction of 5 per cent (see Methods for further explanation). The colour-magnitude diagram of M11 and the synthetic cluster are compared in Fig. 4 , demonstrating the similarity between these clusters (especially the colour-rotation spread). In our simulation (Case 4), gravity darkening impacts effective temperature and luminosity by 1.5 ± 0.4 and 7.6 ± 3.4 per cent, respectively, on average, which correspond to impacts of only −0.021 ± 0.006 mag on the U − V colours and −0.080 ± 0.035 on the bolometric magnitude for an A0-type star ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). On the other hand, the differential reddening in M11 accounts for 0.03 mag (1σ ) in B − V 18 , which corresponds to 0.05 mag (1σ ) in U −V according to the usual reddening law 30 . Since the mean U − V photometric error is about 0.02 mag and the total spread is about 0.07 mag (1σ ), the colour spread due to the rotation is about 0.05 mag σ rot = σ 2 obs − σ 2 red − σ 2 err : differential reddening and rotation thus have comparable effect on the U −V colour spread.
Our findings thus indicate that the observed extended MSTO can result from a broad distribution of stellar rotational velocities and does not require the presence of multiple populations. The absence of subgiant branch stars connecting to the red hook of the MSTO also strongly supports a single stellar population scenario for M11 as seen in the populous cluster NGC 1651 10 . The direct comparison between the colours and V sin i of Be stars proved that their reddened colours are due to fast rotation. This conclusion should certainly be extended to the populous clusters in the MCs. Our discovery finally challenges ideas about cluster evolution as such clusters were often considered as young counterparts of globular clusters, which comprise multiple populations 1,2 , incompatible with our result. 
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Data acquisition. The published 18 U BV photometric data of M11 cover a 40 ′ × 40 ′ region centered on the cluster. Mean photometric errors down to the visual magnitude of 14 mag are about 1% in V magnitude, V − I, and B − V , and better than 2% in U − B. The proper motion of stars allows us to distinguish the bona fide members from field interlopers because the cluster members have almost the same kinematic properties. For this purpose, we used two catalogues of proper motion 31, 32 for stars in the M11 field in member selection. The members were selected using the following criteria: 1) membership probabilities higher than 70 per cent from both catalogues 31, 32 , 2) B − V bluer than 0.62, and 3) visual magnitude brighter than 14 mag. The membership validity was tested using the proper motion data from Gaia Data Release 2 33, 34 . The proper motions of the stars having counterparts from the Gaia catalogue are well constrained within a small kinematic boundary ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . A total of 277 members near the MSTO were finally included in our target list.
Queue scheduled observations of 37 of these cluster members were carried out on 2017 May 5, 24, and June 9 with the multi-object high-resolution spectrograph Hectochelle 35 attached to the 6.5-m telescope of the MMT observatory. The spectral resolving power of Hectochelle is about R ∼ 34000. The observations of the stars were made with the order-separating filter OB 25 transmitting light in the wavelength range of 6475Å -6630Å in a 2 × 1 binning mode. Dome flat and ThAr lamp spectra were also taken, just before and after the target exposure. Data reduction was made according to the standard procedure for extraction of one dimensional spectra 36, 37 . Sky-subtracted spectra were combined into a single spectrum for the same star, and then normalized by using continuum levels found from a cubic spline interpolation.
The high-resolution spectra of 155 cluster members were obtained from the Gaia-ESO Public Spectroscopic Survey internal Data Release 4 * (Ref. 23 and 24). Note that 28 stars were observed at both the MMT and Paranal observatories. The spectroscopic observations were made with either GIRAFFE (R ∼ 17000 -26000) 38 or Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES, R ∼ 47000) 39 attached to the 8.2m Very Large Telescope (Unit 2). The red spectra of 155 stars were taken with more than one instrumental setup among GIRAFFE/HR14A, HR15N, and UVES/U580, while the blue spectra of 133 stars were acquired by using either GIRAFFE/HR5A or UVES/U520 setups. The procedures of pre-processing and calibrations were made through their data reduction pipelines (see the ESO Phase 3 Data Release Description † for detail). The flattened, wavelength-corrected, and sky-subtracted spectra of given stars are delivered as the final data. We normalized the reduced spectra using the same method as above.
Binary stars. We found seven double-lined spectroscopic binary candidates from visual inspection of the spectra. Five of them had been identified as spectroscopic binaries using a cross-correlation technique in a previous study of the same data 40 . Since we are studying only 60 per cent of the full sample of cluster members, about a dozen spectroscopic binaries are expected for the full sample. In addition, two eclipsing binary members were found in a previous study 41 . Therefore, the minimum binary fraction among cluster members is about 5 per cent.
Fourier analysis. We used the Fourier technique to determine V sin i of stars 27 . The profile of a spectral line can be expressed by a convolution of a flux profile with various broadening functions related to stellar rotation, thermal motion, microturbulence, macroturbulence, and instrumental characteristics 27 . The profile of a spectral line is dominated by the rotation profile if the contribution of the rotational broadening is large enough compared to that of the other broadening sources. The rotation-dominated profile have zeros at low frequency in the Fourier space, while the other broadening components do not have zeros. The frequency of the first zero depends on V sin i, having a relation as below:
where λ , c, and σ 1 represent the rest-frame wavelength of a given spectral line, the speed of light, and the frequency of the first zero. Our sample stars are intermediate-mass (late-B to A-type) stars, known to have a broad range of rotational velocities 42, 43 . Careful selection of isolated lines is important to obtain reliable V sin i because spectral lines in their spectra could be easily blended with adjacent lines due to the large rotational broadening. The Mg II doublet at λ 4481 Å is a moderately strong line which is not much sensitive to temperature. This line is properly separated from adjacent lines, and is therefore the most suitable line to determine V sin i for rapidly rotating A-to late-B-type stars (V sin i > 100 km s −1 ). In addition, several weak metallic lines can be used in the V sin i range of 10 km s −1 to 70 km s −1 .
The spectra taken with the GIRAFFE/HR5A grating contain Mg II λ 4481 and a handful of metallic lines around Hγ. UVES spectra contain more metallic lines because of its wide wavelength coverage (Supplementary Table 2 ). Those additional metallic lines were not blended with adjacent lines and were not seriously affected by the Hγ absorption line 44 . We computed the Fourier transform of these lines and measured the frequency of the first zero 27 . V sin i derived from Mg II λ 4481 were compared with those found from the other metallic lines (Supplementary V sin i could be derived for 108 out of 133 stars with available blue spectra. The spectra of the remaining stars had either insufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to identify Mg II λ 4481 or/and metallic emission lines, or they were eclipsing binaries. In addition, a limb darkening coefficient was also estimated to be 0.53 in this procedure from comparison with a pure rotation profile in the Fourier space 43 (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). This value is in a good agreement with a previous measurement at 4000-4500 Å 45 .
Error estimation. We estimated the errors of the measured V sin i through Monte-Carlo simulations. To this aim, we used synthetic spectra without noise for effective temperatures of 10000 K and 13000 K generated using the spectrum analysis code SPECTRUM V2.76 27 and Kurucz ODFNEW model atmospheres 46 . Rotational broadening functions for various V sin i from 25 km s −1 to 350 km s −1 were applied to the synthetic spectra using the AVSINI programme of SPECTRUM, where a limb darkening coefficient of 0.53 was adopted. These spectra were convolved with an instrumental broadening function (∆λ = 0.24Å) using SMOOTH2 27 . We carried out the Fourier transform of Mg II λ 4481 in the synthetic spectra and compared the derived V sin i with input values (V sin i input ) (Supplementary Fig. 7) .
Linear least-square fitting to the difference between V sin i and V sin i input (∆V sin i) was made in the V sin i input range of 0 km s −1 to 230 km s −1 , where the intercept was set to 0 km s −1 . We obtained ∆V sin i = 0.03V sin i input . This relation indicated that a systematic error of about 3 per cent is involved in our measurements. ∆V sin i for V sin i input > 230 km s −1 is approximated by the equation ∆V sin i = 0.26(V sin i input − 230) + 7.47. The systematic errors continuously increased up to 11 per cent at 350 km s −1 as Mg II λ 4481 begins to be blended with distant He I λ 4471 and metallic lines.
Noise corresponding to a given SNR was added to the synthetic spectra adopting V sin i of 25 km s −1 to 350 km s −1 , respectively, using the RANDOMU function of IDL, where the SNRs were set from 10 to 100 with an interval of 10 for a given V sin i, respectively. Each simulation was repeated 100 times for the same setup, and the V sin i were estimated in each case as made above. The standard deviations of the derived V sin i distributions were adopted as the random errors for a given SNR and V sin i (Supplementary Fig. 7) . The random errors exceeded 50 km s −1 only for SNRs lower than 20 and V sin i in the range 250 km −1 to 350 km s −1 . Using those simulations, we estimated the random errors of V sin i for the observed SNRs of our spectra and the derived V sin i after correcting for the systematic errors. The errors were smaller than 30 km s −1 in most cases (Supplementary Fig. 7 ). The typical random errors for very slow rotators (V sin i < 25 km s −1 ) was estimated to be about 1.4 km s −1 from the standard deviation of their V sin i measurements.
A-and B-type stars, in general, do not have convective currents in their photospheres, and therefore it is difficult to imagine macroscopic motions such as the solar granules. Nevertheless, measurable radial-tangential macroturbulence (about 5 km s −1 ) was found in very slowly rotating stars (V sin i < 20 km s −1 ) 47 . Such macroturbulent broadening, together with instrumental broadening, can systematically influence their V sin i measurements. Our sample contains four very slow rotators (V sin i < 25 km s −1 ) observed with GIRAFFE/HR5A. Since Mg II λ 4481 cannot be used for them because of its doublet nature, we analyzed the other metallic lines (Fe I λ 4404, Fe II λ 4489 λ 4491 Ti II λ 4468, and λ 4488) to investigate systematic errors and the lower limit of measurable V sin i for the instrumental setup.
Synthetic spectra without noise were generated using the same method as above, and then broadened by adopting a radial-tangential macroturbulent velocity of 5 km s −1 with MAC-TURB 27 . Rotational broadening functions corresponding to V sin i from 5 km s −1 to 25 km s −1 were applied to five synthetic spectra, respectively. Each spectrum was finally broadened with SMOOTH2 according to the spectral resolution of GIRAFFE/HR5A. We then derived V sin i from those Fe and Ti lines. Comparison of the input V sin i with the measured ones showed the mean difference in the V sin i range of 10 km s −1 to 25 km s −1 to be about 1.1 km s −1 . This is the systematic error in the V sin i range. For the input V sin i of 5 km s −1 , the measured V sin i was overestimated on average by 5.4 km s −1 . Therefore, the lower limit of our measurements that are not affected by macroturbulent and instrumental broadening is about 10 km s −1 , and all the very slowly rotating stars in our sample have V sin i higher than the limit.
Underlying distribution of V eq and i. With stellar mass, V eq and i are the key parameters in generating the colour-magnitude diagram of a synthetic cluster. However, the underlying distributions of these parameters for the members of M11 are unknown. Here, we introduce a method to infer these underlying distributions using a Monte-Carlo technique.
A total of 1000 artificial stars were used in each simulation. Given the masses of the stars at the MSTO of M11, stellar masses were generated in the range of 2.4M ⊙ to 3.6 M ⊙ , where the mass function of M11 (Γ = −2.0) 18 was used as the probability function. Stars can rotate up to a critical velocity (V cri ) when the centrifugal force equals the gravitational force, and V cri varies as a function of stellar mass. The maximum V eq of given stars were taken by interpolating their masses to the mass-V cri relation of the Geneva isochrone adopting ω = 0.95 and logt = 8. 4 [yr] 28 . Individual artificial stars have V eq and i in the ranges of 0 km s −1 to V cri and of 0 • to 90 • , respectively.
We considered four cases for the probability distributions of V eq and i. For V eq , either a uniform distribution or a linear distribution was adopted, while either a uniform orientation in 3D space or a Gaussian distribution was assumed for i. The uniform distribution of V eq means that V eq are evenly generated between 0 km s −1 and V cri . The high number fraction of fast rotators (V sin i > 200 km s −1 ) that we find in M11 may indicate that the underlying distribution of V eq may be biased towards the high velocity regime (Supplementary Fig. 2) . We therefore assumed a linear probability distribution following:
where α is the slope of the distribution and a free parameter to be determined in Cases 3 and 4. The probability distribution is normalized at 396.18 km s −1 which is the maximum V cri in the Geneva isochrone adopting ω = 0.95 and logt = 8. 4 [yr] 28 . In addition, a distribution of spin axes uniformly oriented in a 3D space is seen to an observer as a distribution biased towards high i because of projection effect 29 . The probability distribution of i in Cases 1 and 3 is then given by a uniform distribution in cos i. We randomly selected cos i between 0 and 1 to consider the symmetric behaviour of the cosine function for i larger than 90 • . i were obtained from their inverse cosine values.
Recently, a strong alignment of spin axes of stars was found in a few old open clusters 29, 48 . This fact allows us to consider a Gaussian probability distribution of i:
where the peak inclination angle (i peak ) and the dispersion (σ i ) are free parameters to be determined in Cases 2 and 4. We introduced the systematic and random errors estimated above to the V sin i of artificial stars. The simulated distributions of V sin i were then compared with the observed one using the K-S test. This simulation was repeated 1000 times to suppress the statistical fluctuation, and then the resultant probabilities were averaged.
For Cases 2 -4, we tested i peak in the range 5 • to 90 • (with a step of 5 • ), σ i in the range of 1 • to 46 • (with a step of 5 • ), and α between 0 km −1 s and 0.0023 km −1 s (with a step of 0.0005 km −1 s). The systematic and random errors were added to the resultant V sin i. The distributions of the simulated V sin i for each case were then compared with the observed one using the K-S test. This provided the first estimation of each parameter. Refined simulations were then made around the first estimation using 20 per cent smaller steps. As a result, we found the best-fit parameters ( Supplementary Figs. 8, 9 , and 10).
Gravity darkening effects. We corrected for gravity darkening effects on the temperature and luminosity from the Roche potential model for rotating stars following the description of Ref. 49 . A relation between the bolometric luminosity and the luminosity measured by an observer is expressed by Equation 6 of Ref. 49 :
where Σ, d, and C L (i, ω) are the surface of a star and the direction of the observer inclined by i from its spin axis, and the geometric correction term in luminosity, respectively. On the other hand, the effective temperature inferred by an observer can be obtained by averaging flux over the projected surface (Σ p ) of a star. The relation between the mean effective temperature and the observed temperature is given by Equation 9 of Ref. 49 as below: Fig. 3) .
A synthetic colour-magnitude diagram. We assigned masses, V eq , and i to 1000 artificial stars based on the mass function 18 and the probability distributions from the Case 4 simulation. The other parameters of the artificial stars, such as effective temperature, bolometric luminosity, pole radius (R p ), and oblateness, were obtained by interpolating their mass and V eq to a grid of the Geneva isochrones (logt = 8.4) in the ω range of 0 to 0.95 28 .
The critical velocities of given artificial stars were computed by using the equation below:
Their ω were computed according to the equation ω =
. The gravity darkening correction values were obtained by interpolating the grids of the geometric correction values [C L (i, ω) and C T eff (i, ω)] according to the values of i and ω and then applied to the effective temperature and bolometric luminosity of the individual artificial stars, respectively.
The corrected effective temperature and luminosity were transformed to U − V and M V using a colour-temperature relation and bolometric correction for the solar metallicity 50 . A distance modulus (V − M V ) of 11.55 mag and mean reddening E(U −V ) of 0.74 from a previous study 18 were applied to the synthetic colour-magnitude diagram. Non-negligible differential reddening was found in M11 18 : E(B − V ) ranges from 0.38 to 0.48 mag with a standard deviation of 0.03 mag, which corresponds to 0.05 mag in E(U −V ). The differential reddening was randomly introduced to the synthetic colour-magnitude diagram assuming a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation. The photometric errors in U − V and V provided from the published data 18 were averaged within each V magnitude bin of 1 mag. These mean errors were adopted as the dispersions of the Gaussian distributions. Photometric errors generated from these distributions were added to the synthetic colour-magnitude diagram. About 50 stars were brightened by 0.75 mag adopting the minimum binary fraction of 5 per cent. We found that the adopted U −V colour scale 50 appears to be, on average, about 0.05 bluer than the one 51 used in the reddening determination of the previous study 18 (see Supplementary Fig. 11 ). The U −V colours of the artificial stars were thus shifted by such a systematic difference. 
